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mtd power drum kit 2 is perfect for any situation where you want high-
quality metallic drum sounds with high tonality. the price is justified,
and even the back-beats and overheads are great. the drum kits are

pre-penned in the factory, so you can easily use them for any backing
tracks. the kit has been designed to allow you to finally master all the

different kits and sounds to your liking. the distinct and individual
sounds of the various drums, such as the snare drum and the hi-hats,

makes it completely individual, so you can choose the right kit to
match your production and style. we have an enormous variety of kits,
fills, and drum grooves, so you can get precisely the sounds you need –

in the right rhythm. additionally, the kits allow you to add your own
sounds in the appropriate keys and velocities, as well as optimally
control the tonality and saturation of the drums. this way, you can

easily achieve realistic and convincing results at the moment of your
choice, whether it is on the studio mixing desk or in a midi rack. finally

youve got the drum pro core. with this you get the modules, a very
useful start screen and a summary of all the drum mics and kits

available for you to download. its not complex, but it does mean that
you dont get much guidance as to what each drum sounds like, so it

really isnt a very useful tool unless you are pretty confident about what
you want and a) know what youre looking for or b) are willing to spend
a few hours analysing the sounds. the format of the mt power drum kit

2 drum samples is that they are sampled from drum mics and drum
machines at variable sampling rates (no daw or other sounds), so you

are playing a basic drum machine with a midi keyboard. the drum
samples therefore sound slightly less than perfect, depending on which
drum machine they come from. they are pretty good, though. the drum

kit includes kicks (and more), snares, hi-hats, timbales, and more, all
sampled at different sample rates. the sounds are basically pitched

samples from drum mics, such that each is pitched at a different-but-
similar frequency. the drums sounds contained in this product range

from a a slightly muddy 808 to tight, focused clap.
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the drum kit is a fairly simple drum machine,
but if you need more, you can pick up three
additional plug-ins, which will give you a bit

more control. by adding effects, you can
create a track that is unique. these drum

machines arent designed to be as easy to set
up as hardware machines and sometimes the
sound is a bit thin and lacking punch. but if

youre looking for a little more depth and
punch, youll need something with more meat
to it. the problem isnt the sound quality of the

mpc pads, its more that you end up with a
synth that sounds like a drum machine. its

meant to be used as a synth and its a big step
forward for the mpc format, because there

arent many drum machines on the market that
include many of the tools you want. i like the
fact that theres no software or hardware to

buy, it just works. it has a selection of 10 drum
kits, which sounds good, and lets you change
the kit based on the track youre working on.

its well made, and the presets arent
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particularly inspiring, but theyll do the job just
fine. if youre interested in a solid, well made
plug-in for drums, you really should get your

hands on this one. its worth a look. if you want
something that looks like a drum machine, but

offers more of a drum synth sound, then we
recommend the drum modulator. its a synth

that can be used as a drum machine, and you
can quickly change the character of the drum
sounds using pitch and decay controls. its also

designed to make a lot of sense if youre
working on a hip-hop or drum and bass track,
and its true enough, theres nothing like the
tactile feel of a hardware drum machine. i

really like the fact that its programmable, so if
youre making beats at home, you can make a
lot of options to the right tool for the job. its
more about the sound than the knobs on the
front panel, but if you want something that

looks like a kit and works well as a drum
machine, then this is a great plug-in.
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